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Attribution of slow-onset phenomena is 

comparably straight forward 



High-impact, extreme events are more likely to cause 

loss and damage, at least in the short term. 
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COMMENTARY:

Characterizing loss and  
damage from climate change
Rachel James, Friederike Otto, Hannah Parker, Emily Boyd, Rosalind Cornforth, Daniel Mitchell  

and Myles Allen

Policymakers are creating mechanisms to help developing countries cope with loss and damage from 

climate change, but the negotiations are largely neglecting scientific questions about what the impacts 

of climate change actually are.

M
itigation ef orts have failed to 
prevent the continued increase of 
anthropogenic greenhouse-gas 

emissions. Adaptation is now unlikely to 
be suf cient to prevent negative impacts 
from current and future climate change1. In 
this context, vulnerable nations argue that 
existing frameworks to promote mitigation 
and adaptation are inadequate, and have 
called for an international mechanism to deal 
with residual climate change impacts, or loss 
and damage 2.

In 2013, the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) 
responded to these calls and established 
the Warsaw International Mechanism 
(WIM) to address loss and damage from 
the impacts of climate change in developing 
countries3. An interim executive committee 
of party representatives has been set up and 

is currently draf ing a two-year workplan 
comprising meetings, reports and expert 
groups. T is aims to enhance knowledge 
and understanding of loss and damage, 
strengthen dialogue among stakeholders, 
and promote enhanced action and support. 
Issues identif ed as priorities for the WIM 
thus far include how to deal with non-
economic losses  uch as loss of life, 
livelihood and cultural heritage  and 
linkages between loss and damage and 
patterns of migration and displacement2. In 
all this, one fundamental issue still demands 
our attention: which losses and damages are 
relevant to the WIM? What counts as loss 
and damage from climate change?

Defining loss and damage
T e UNFCCC def nes loss and damage as 
the actual and/or potential manifestation 

of impacts associated with climate change in 
developing countries that negatively af ect 
human and natural systems,  including 
impacts from extreme events (for example 
heatwaves, f ooding and drought) and slow-
onset events (including sea-level rise and 
glacial retreat)4. T is implies that the WIM 
will deal with current and future changes in 
the risk of loss and damage, rather than only 
addressing losses that have actually occurred. 
In addition, the def nition suggests that the 
WIM will specif cally handle changes in risk 
that can be attributed to climate change. 
In the language of the UNFCCC, which 
has a mandate to tackle anthropogenic 
interference with the climate system, 5 this 
means human-induced climate change.

From a scientif c perspective, therefore, 
the f rst challenge in implementing the 
WIM would be to estimate where and 
when loss and damage can be attributed 
to anthropogenic climate change. T is 
would require attributing losses to weather 
and climate events, and attributing these 
weather and climate events to anthropogenic 
emissions. Policymakers and observers of the 
WIM have paid more attention to the former 
of these, for example by documenting case 
studies of loss and damage associated with 
extreme weather6.

T e link between weather and climate 
events and anthropogenic forcing, however, 
has been largely neglected, despite the 
increasing availability of scientif c research 
addressing this question 9. T is imbalance 
has potentially led to an incomplete 
understanding of the evidence base. 
Interestingly, with the focus on investigating 
the impacts rather than the causes of 
disasters, the work programme emphasises 
information gaps surrounding slow-onset 
events2. Of course, strategies to cope with the 
long-term ef ects of climate change are less 
well established than risk management plans 
for extreme weather events. Yet, in terms of 

Typhoon Haiyan was cited in Warsaw as an example of loss and damage due to climate change, but we still 

have no hard numbers on how much, if at all, human influence on climate actually contributed to this event.
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Common assumptions: 

a) All extreme weather events are made worse by climate change 

b) We cannot attribute a single event to anthropogenic climate change 

Common#assump6ons#

• Either:#
A) All#extreme#events#are#the#result#of#climate#

change#

#

#everydayclimatechange+



Generally impossible to say “this event would not have 

occurred without human influence” … 
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…but we can ask how the risk of such an extreme event 

occurring has changed due to external factors 
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Possible outcomes of an event attribution study: 

1. The event was made more likely due to 

anthropogenic climate change 

2. The event was made less likely due to 

anthropogenic climate change 

3. Anthropogenic climate change did not play a 

detectable role in the frequency of occurrence of 

the event 

4. With our current understanding and tools we cannot 

assess whether and how the event was influenced 

by anthropogenic climate change 



Reconciling two approaches for attributing the 

Russian heat wave 

Image: nasa.gov 
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Otto et al., 2012 



Thesis: Probabilistic Event Attribution (PEA) can 

provide scientific evidence on loss and damage 

and has implications for pending policy decisions 

concerning the Warsaw International Mechanism 

for Loss and Damage. 

 

Thompson and Otto, Climatic Change forthcoming 



Extreme Events 2011-2013 
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Detected human influence on likelihood of event occurring  
Small coloured circles indicate that an event 
attribution study has taken place, but that  
human influence on the likelihood of that 

event occurring was not found or is 
uncertain.  



There is a science to back up the “Loss and 

Damage” agenda  



Building inventories of impacts of climate change 

 PEA allows to identify impacts of anthropogenic climate change 

today, linking WG2 & WG1. Arguably harm from bad weather 

independent from climate change is morally different from loss and 

damage 

 Identification and recognition of loss and damage could lead to 

improved risk assessment and preclude any blame game 

  PEA needs to be further developed: 

• PEA to date is ad hoc and biased to events close to the home of the 

scientists 

• Attribution of impacts needs to be developed – e.g. what is the 

counterfactual world in impact modelling? 

• Regular attribution while the world is listening could move 

recognition and identification forward  

 What is loss and damage? 

 

 


